
Timestamp What gender do you identify as?Do you consider yourself to be feminine?How feminine would you say you are?What is your most feminine feature?Do you like being feminine?What does femininity mean to you?Do you feel life is harder presenting more feminine than masculine?Can you give an example of why? (Whether your answer was yes or no)
2/24/2022 21:03:18 Female Yes 4 Nose, curves, lips Yes Self expression Yes Not being able to do things alone after dark
2/24/2022 21:04:50 Female Yes 4 Hands Yes Empowerment Yes Appropriate dress standards for women in the workplace 
2/24/2022 21:05:32 Female Yes 4 Lips (mouth) Yes It's all very surface level for me and not deep at all e.g. I usually like feeling feminine by doing my hair and makeup and wearing a nice outfit (not necessarily a dress). I see myself as more feminine when I'm around men and more masculine when I'm around other women.Yes Yes because no matter what gender you are, if you express yourself in a more feminine way it is seen as worse off e.g. gay men who are more femme are looked down upon more than masculine gay men. Femininity is often seen as weak.
2/24/2022 21:16:07 Male No 1 hips No being kind Yes feminine people face a lot of oppression and hate regardless of gender.
2/24/2022 21:40:38 Female Yes 3 My hands maybe Yes Feeling feminine within Yes No matter your gender if you present as feminine there will be comments because of the idea that feminine = female, oppression plays it’s part. 
2/24/2022 21:51:45 Female Yes 4 I don’t know Yes Yes I feel like the more feminine you present there are a lot of scenarios in life where you are taken less seriously 
2/24/2022 21:54:10 Female Yes 4 Eyelashes Yes Beauty and elegance Yes Men gross
2/24/2022 22:02:55 Male No 3 The way I articulate with my handsYes To be open about your feelings and emotions. Yes Sexual assault is more prevalent against female presenting individuals. 
2/24/2022 22:14:11 Male Yes 3 Not a clue- posture i guess?? I do rock a skirt though Yes Just be who you are you know?? I don't really knowNo Dye your hair, do your makeup who cares i don't know how to answer just do what feels right??
2/24/2022 22:18:14 Male Yes 3 gentleness Yes Less aggression Yes
2/24/2022 23:30:16 Male Yes 3 My beautiful long hair that flows in the windYes I’m not sure? Soft and kind I think Yes People don’t seem to take you as seriously when you are feminine presenting. It’s also more scary , people see you as an easier target
2/24/2022 23:40:41 Male No 2 Breasts No To commit actions commonly seen by girls throughout my lifeYes N/a
2/24/2022 23:42:18 Androgynous Yes 1 Tiddies No Exposed/ vulnerable Yes Personally when I present more femininely there is less comfort in my own skin and clothes and I get more unwanted attention and if I’m not getting unwanted attention I’m worrying about getting unwanted attention. All stressful tbh 
2/24/2022 23:43:44 Female Yes 4 my extremely long hair or my styleYes Femininity is still something I'm personally trying to figure out myself but femininity at the moment represents the acts that I take to feel "pretty". So, I guess that include having long hair, nails done, dressed well, makeup etc. I guess it's also the act of performing "nicely" and taking care of others more than necessary.  Yes I think when you present more feminine, people assume that you're shallow because there's more effort put into your physical appearance. But at the same time, if you're feminine presenting but you don't perform femininity (e.g. doing makeup, being dressed up), your male counterparts are less likely to listen to what you have to say because you're not "pretty enough" for them to care. 
2/24/2022 23:45:46 Female Yes 3 Smile No To like the lighter side of things Yes By wearing clothes that are out of someone’s usual wardrobe BUT that they’re still comfortable in
2/24/2022 23:50:16 Female Yes 5 My eyes Yes Just embracing your beauty and softnessYes Feminine habits are looked down upon or seen as “too soft” 
2/24/2022 23:59:05 Female Yes 4 My waist Yes My identity Yes  the certain expectations and the very specific standards, roles, society, cultures, religions

2/25/2022 0:00:00 Male Yes 3 Emotional Intelligence Yes Femininity is the embodiment of Yin energy ie. nurturing, softness etcNo People who present more masculine are expected to be more independent and be providers wether they’re male or female and vice versa for those who present more feminine.
2/25/2022 0:05:51 Male Yes 3 My upbringing Yes A level of understanding and empathyNo Its complex, but not more difficult 
2/25/2022 1:22:40 Male No 2 orderliness, hygeine Yes grace, elegance, understanding, synergy, creativity, spontaneityNo I think society has progressed to an extent that there is now overwhelming support and tolerance for feminine expression and presentation across genders. Obviously not to say that bigotry has been eliminated, but there doesn't seem to have ever been a time where femininity was as embraced and celebrated as it is nowadays, for better or for worse.
2/25/2022 1:34:33 Non binary Yes 3 my hair Yes makes me feel pretty No cuz pretty privilege
2/25/2022 1:40:09 Non binary Yes 3 my emotional response Yes Gentle, soft, welcoming, protection, beautyYes I’m a very butch man with huge self perception issues
2/25/2022 3:01:23 I don’t really identify with any but also don’t consider myself nb Yes 3 my hips Yes femininity to me is the sun rising, waves crashing, and the planets rotating. It’s the beauty and soul of life that runs through us humans, there’s so much power in being in touch with ones feminine side.No
2/25/2022 3:13:21 Female Yes 5 My body Yes Embracing the soft tender places of yourself, whether that be physical or emotional.Yes There’s a clear set of biases made against more feminine presenting people both male and female. I believe it’s scarier to present more feminine, and people find you an easy target.

2/25/2022 10:05:35 Male No 2 The way I dance Yes Acting as the opposite of masculinity.No It's fun to be feminine!
2/25/2022 13:07:41 Female Yes 4 breasts Yes Yes sexism is so strongly ingrained in society, were anyone associated with feminine traits are treated less 
2/25/2022 14:50:32 Non binary Yes 3 eyes Yes femininity to mean is typically associated with tenderness and vulnerabilityNo as a person who was afab, i’ve always had people offering help. it’s like. part of our society.
2/25/2022 17:04:27 Female Yes 3 i guess i like to dress feminine? and act feminine? didnt really realise i was much feminine till my boyriend mentioned it last week and he said its the way i move and my expressions so ill take thatYes maybe being more mature? or responsible and all? but i guess thats what they taught us growing up that being a woman needs that and that but its not really i just havent thought of that much yetYes i always thought of me being more masculine so basically i just always hanged out more with guys so i usually sit like a guy or act like one maybe used to dress more masculine as well but now knowing that clothes font really have a gender idk it just connected me more with my femininity but it feels easier being more masculine you dont have that many things to worry about
2/25/2022 17:27:13 Female Yes 2 I think my hair Yes It means being comfortable in my own skin and not caring about what others think. Not caring about the internal male gaze. Yes I think it’s the possibility of someone telling me to shut up or stop that or even sexualizing me. It’s much easier to put up a shield and lean into my masculine side than it is to just be free and confident. 


